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About This Game

Guess what, you incarnate a dude that is expert at solving procedural mazes into an infinite procedural land. Not only you have
infinite stamina and run like a horse, but you also have incredible gymnastic skills. Run and jump you way 'till the end of the

maze to access the next level. Watch out since levels are getting bigger and bigger. Oh and another detail, you have no map. You
have to remember where you are coming from if you don't want to run for hours and lose your mind into these mazes. A last tip

: in case you are stuck at some level, just start it over, a new one with the same dimension level specs will be created.
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A great game to show how brave 18 year olds during 1944 storm the beaches of Normandy getting rain upon by machine gun
fire, mortars and artillery and not getting ptsd from hurtful words running back to their safe spaces.. Overall a fun little game
but it really hampers itself by only letting you carry 3 cards at a time. Since you can only use each card ~10 times before they
break you're almost required to take 3 offensive cards (double so as there is no basic attack- no attack card means you're
screwed). End result is that all the interesting utility cards are a total waste of time- adding in a 4th non-attack slot or giving a
basic attack to fall back on would greatly help this game use what it already has...

Overall a solid little game if you can pick it up for the right price. 2\/10 not good but not that bad either
do not buy this (atleast for now)

was on sale, decided to try it with a friend.
started game, looked kinda crappy but it wasn't much of problem.
friend hostd lobby, invited me, and I got stuck in loading screen.
had to force quit the game since there were no other options.
after that the game got stuck in starting screen(blade net logo) every time.
tried restarting steam, rebooting computer, reinstalling the game, couldn't fix the prob.
idea wasn't bad tho. it loooked good at first glance but due to a bug and getting stuck in a loop withinh the first 3 mins of the
game i can sadly not recomend this game. when\/if they fix it i will come back and hopefully leave a more positive review. The
Legend of Dark Witch games have been my favorite games of all time ever since I've played them on the 3DS Version. But
what makes the steam version so unique? A returning character from the first Dark Witch game, who also just so happens the
be the main antagonist of the first game: Riva!

With hidden Syega pieces to find, moves to customize, and entertaining bosses, this game is really fun!

Overall, if you're a fan of 2D Action Platformers, especially those that play in the style of Mega Man, this is the game for you..
Let me preface this review by saying If you enjoyed Rebellions earlier entry in the world of 4 player coop gaming with Nazy
Zombie Army then don't hesitate and pick this game up immediately. You will be purchasing a much improved experience
(albeit a 1930's explorer theme) featuring a large campaign, real horde mode, score attack mode, plus many interesting items
and ancient secrets to discover. Amazing optimization, performance, and sound immediately standout within the first few
minutes. More importantly though as you start diving further into the game you'll fall in love with the shooting mechanics, the
numerous enemies types, and the massive hordes of enemies. If you enjoy non-stop TPS shooting action then look no further.
SB is just good old fashioned fun.

  Don't believe negative nancy reviews stating the game will get boring. I just played 7 hrs straight and did not get bored once. I
will be coming straight back to the action tomorrow.
 Where I found a game like Sniper Elite too tedious and slow I immediately find Strange Brigade fast paced and exciting. If
your a lover of L4D, COD NZ, Vermintide, Killing Floor, Nazi Zombie Army, and especially Gears of War horde mode then do
yourself a massive favor and play Strange Brigade. Well worth the asking price IMO because its just so damn fun.. Hell, I
recently paid 45 dollars for some obscure SNES cartridge and it isn't anywhere near this good. :)
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Short version: A cool glass of lemonade on a scorching day. It doesn't last long but it's refreshing.

I would have no problems seeing an entire novel written on the premise of this game.
It's a pleasant slice-of-life adventure fiction, two quality hours with a New Game plus mode
that adds bonus features.

The gameplay is interesting but not deep, which fits within the context of using the time
available in your week of game time wisely.

Try it out.. It's a great start for an interesting game that smashes the classic farming simulator with a classic business tycoon. It's
sups early though so obviously there are things to be worked out, but it's kind of cool to be involved so early so I can see the big
changes that happen with each update.

The new tutorial is much appreciated! I know how to get my bud so I can sell it.

The development team is pretty responsive and they seem to be excited to make a great game.. Simple satisfying tower
defense... for 50 cents you can't go wrong here.. This game is Short thats why its free, I finished in under .5hrs.
But it is definetly very promising and a lot of fun squeezed into a short time.
I would like to see some more variety in wepons and movement instead of spawning to new areas.
I am Very Interested and Excited to see how this one evolves.. I got a score of 6:55 AND 7:24 all the it keeps saying my BEST
score is 1:29. SUCH LIES. I am upsetti spaghetti to say the least. I should be top 20 for sure.. This game is such a blast with
friends. If you are into competitive local multiplayer then it's a must!. This game proves their is a god and he loves us
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